
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Video Submission Guidelines 

 
 

Overview 

We welcome video submissions by PhlWC participants  that represent your water solution 

and/or testimonials of your beneficiaries and partners. Submitted media will be 

considered for presentation on PhlWC organizer and sponsor platforms, in news stories, 

social media channels and on other websites. Participants, please follow the 

guidelines and procedures that follow. 

 

Content 

Your video should represent best your water solution by focusing more on information, 

rather than being promotional in tone. Information could include how your solution 

addresses the selected challenge theme and relates to the evaluation criteria. 

Testimonials can underline how technically feasible and implementable the solution is 

to your target user.  

 

We are seeking videos that are easy to understand and can appeal also to a broad 

general audience, not necessarily just water and sanitation experts. As videos will be 

played on PhlWC organizer and sponsor platforms, please make sure not to include any 

commercial logos, messages, or links directing viewers to external businesses. 

 

Please mention/ provide text labels that show complete names and titles of 

individuals. Please refrain from using abbreviations or acronyms.  

 

Duration and File Size 

We encourage short videos or those that are approximately three minutes or less in 

length, as this is viewed more completely than longer videos. Please make sure that your 
videos are 100MB in max for file size. Video resolution is recommended to be at least 
1080p (1920 x 1080) or 4K (3840 × 2160).  

 

Closed Captioning 

Please provide English captions when spoken language in the video is not in English, 

e.g. Filipino, Bisaya, Hiligaynon, etc. This will provide our English-speaking 

partners a better understanding of your videos when judging your solution.  

 

Consent and Release Forms 

Adults being interviewed must sign a Photo/ Video Subject Consent and Release Form and 

parents of all children under 18 must sign this release form on behalf of them.  
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